
Bricoday Expo&Forum: bigger than ever 
After last year’s success, Bricoday this year really established itself, recording a considerable increase in the 
number of visitors. It also attracted a higher number of independent retailers and buyers from the 
household goods, lighting and furnishing sectors.  

On Thursday, 26th September, in Milan, the curtain came down on the twelfth Bricoday Expo&Forum, 
confirming its position as the leading B2B event in the Italian DIY market. 
Bricoday provides the broadest possible overview of Italian production in this field, but the event is also 
attracting a growing number of international exhibitors. The most dynamic and best represented sectors 
were those linked to the home, such as home decoration, bathroom furniture, lighting and household 
goods; nevertheless, sectors such as tools, electrical goods and wood furniture remain solid too. 

The exhibition occupies the south hall of Mi.Co. Milano Congressi (the Fieramilano City congress centre) 
and covers a surface area of 8,000 square metres. The medium-sized stands are built to effectively 
showcase the latest new developments. Furthermore, the hall’s close-knit layout facilitated interaction 
between buyers and exhibitors. 

The first reactions after the event suggested that exhibitors, visitors and organisers were all hugely 
satisfied. And once again, the indicators were up compared with the previous year. 

2019 figures (referring only to the Bricoday event) 

• Total visitors over the two days: 5.910 (+7% on 2018)

• Exhibitors: 270 (+5% on 2018 – the exhibition was held in the same hall as last year, which has now
reached capacity)

• Attendees of the two-day conference: 1.100

VISITORS 

The market’s response to the invitation to visit Bricoday was excellent. Increases of similar magnitude 
were recorded across all the different visitor categories, and the results were particularly pleasing with 
regard to the most important category, namely the retail sector. 

• Single visits: 4.960 (up 5% on 2018), subdivided as follows:
o 1.770 (up 6% on 2018) retail sector operators (buyers for DIY superstores, DIY store

owners, wholesalers, hardware and tool store owners, buyers in the food retail and other
retail sectors – household goods, furniture, building, lighting, electronics)

o 2.680 supply chain operators (manufacturers, importers, distributors of DIY articles and
household goods, hardware and tools, sales agents)

o 510 representatives of retail service companies
o Of the above-listed operators, 350 were foreign, a considerably larger number than in 2018
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All the specialist chains were well represented by buyers and store managers. Various groups also chose to 
be present in a single stand bringing together their members from all over Italy. There was also an increase 
in independent operators, both DIY and other specialist retailers (building sector, furniture, electronics, 
etc.), as well as “mixed” retailers. There was also a substantial increase in the presence of e-commerce 
channels and non-specialty superstores. 

THE CONFERENCE 

This year’s conference was entitled “Bricolage 2030: prospettive e tendenze” (DIY 2030: perspectives and 
trends), and its aim was to offer a glimpse into the future of the DIY sector and beyond. The event was an 
opportunity to present the fourth “Osservatorio Retail Bricolage” (DIY retail survey), the annual research 
study commissioned by Bricoday in order to take stock of the market situation, in numerical and qualitative 
terms. Other highlights were the presentations given by Régis Degelcke, one of the most important 
exponents of the retail sector in Europe (now president of EuroCommerce, he was previously top manager 
at both Adeo and Auchan, and past-president of Edra, the European DIY retail association) and by Alberto 
Mattiello, head of “Future Thinking” at Wunderman Thompson, who took the audience into the world of 
technological innovation.  

HARDWARE FORUM 

“Hardware Forum - La Fiera della Ferramenta” is the event devoted to hardware and tools and technical 
retailing, which, for the second consecutive year, tool place in the hall adjacent to that of Bricoday. It was a 
great success, recording a marked increase in the number of visitors compared with last year. Organised by 
Koelnmesse, the event included an exhibition of top brands within the sector, a packed conference 
programme and a hugely successful matchmaking session that saw the participation of a large number of 
top buyers (wholesalers, purchase groups and e-retailers). 
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